
£390,000 
Offers In Excess Of
Swallowtail Glade, Stanway



A versatile three/four bedroom, three bathroom townhouse nestled in the
highly sought-after location of Stanway. Positioned within the esteemed
Stanway School catchment, this property also enjoys accessibility to Stane
Retail Park, A12, and Marks Tey Station, offering direct trains to London
Liverpool Street.

Into the entrance hall, leading to a versatile space on the right that can
effortlessly transform into a substantial study or a fourth bedroom, catering to
the diverse needs of a growing family. A conveniently placed WC on this level
adds a touch of practicality. The heart of the home, however, lies in the
modern open-plan kitchen diner—a space that seamlessly blends functionality
and aesthetics. Large doors open from the dining area to the rear garden,

extending the living space outdoors.

Ascend to the first floor, where a well-lit landing welcomes you to a generously
proportioned lounge, offering an ideal setting for relaxation and social
gatherings. The second bedroom on this floor is a haven in itself, featuring an
en-suite for added privacy. A strategically located storage cupboard
enhances the functionality of this level.

To the second floor, where the principal bedroom takes centre stage,
complete with its own en-suite and built-in cupboard, providing a private
retreat within the home. The third bedroom, with built-in wardrobes, offers not
only ample storage but also a cozy and personalized space. The thoughtfully

designed family bathroom adds a touch of luxury, ensuring comfort for the
entire household.

Step into the enclosed South East facing landscaped rear garden—a
meticulously designed outdoor sanctuary featuring a balance of patio and
lawn. This tranquil space is ideal for both outdoor activities and moments of
relaxation. The property also includes a garage situated in a separate block,
providing additional storage options. Two designated off-road parking spaces
and visitor bays for the convenience.









Oakheart Colchester 
01206 803 308
colchester@oakheartproperty.co.uk
2b Cotman Road, Colchester, Essex, CO3 4QJ

Local Authority:
Colchester

Tenure:
Freehold

Council Tax Band:
E

Agents Note: Whilst every care has been taken to prepare
these particulars, they are for guidance purposes only. All
measurements are approximate and are for general
guidance purposes only and whilst every care has been
taken to ensure their accuracy, they should not be relied upon.


